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; Donald Greene
THE SIN OF PRIDE:
A SKETCH FOR A LITERARY
EXPLORATION
Half the harm that is done in this world

Is due to people who want to feel important.
They don't mean to do harm-but the harm does not interest them,
Or they do. not see it, or they justify it'
Because they are absorbed in the endless struggle
To think well of themselves.
-T. S. Eliott The Codtai1 Party
"Pride," observed Mary, who piqued herself upon the solidity of her Ie'ftectioDS, "is a vay common failing, I believe. By all that I. have read, I am
convinced that it is vay common; indeed, that human nature is particularly
prone to it."
-Jane Austen, Pride and Pre;udice

Mary Bennet, after making this eminently sound obsetVfltion,
continues on her own untroubled way, a monster of inaccessible selfcenteredness, whose only reaction to the news of her sisters downfall
is "Unhappy as the event mUlt be for Lydia, we may draw from it this
useful lesson: that loss of virtue in a female is irretrievable." Like
Mary, we have all been told that in orthodox Christian moral teaching
pride is the first of the sins and the father of all the rest, the original
sin in Paradise, from which all the self-inflicted misery of the human
raGd}stems. There is perhaps something a little reminiscent of Mary's
detiiclUnent in those modem readers and critics who, noting that
Milton and Spenser and Swift, say, subscn'bed to this doctrine and
incorporated it in their writings, in effect write it off as another item
in th~ quamt collection of obsolete information presided over by the
historian of ideas, and proceed to explore the intricacies of Paradise
Lost or The Faerie Queene or Gulliver's Trav~!s without further reference to it This, it seems tome, is a radical error. The doctrine, with.
its far-reaching implications, is central to Jllany of the greatest works
of Western literature, and to attempt a reading of those works without
taking full cognizance of it is bound to result in shallow and some~es erroneous interpretation.
'
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I want to examine a numbet of those works and see whether reading them as centered on the theme of the sin of pride does not nlake
bett~ sense of them than many m04ern_readings. First, let me try to
give some kind of exposition of that doctrine. This is a difficult task,
because its ramifications are so vast as to take in almost the whole of
humanactivity. But ceItain aspects of the doctrine which are neglected
in this preliminary aa:ount may emerge later as we consider specific
works. Pride is the condition of having a higher estimate of one's importance in the scheme of things than the facts warrant. This results
,in exaggerated claims on life to provide one. with satisfactions one has
not earned. The mere fact that one is a person of superior status entitles one to such perquisites-to have to expend honest effort in their
atta~eDt is degrading; not doing but being is the important thing;
it is really a belief in magic. The perquisites one demands from life
are also essentially ll1:agic: one wants a Cadillac, or a rich husband,
or a crown, or whatever, not because one really enjoys these things
in themselves, but because they are the outward and visible symbols
of one's' exalted status, and since one does not really enjoy them, one
quickly gets bored with them and demands even more potent symbols.
Thus there is the neat paradox that, fllthough one's values seem highly
materialistic, one does not get the pleasure out of material things that
the humbler person does.
As well as exalted, claims on the world,. pride results exaggerated
claims on oneself. Since we have been created superior beings, we feel
that our creator, or whatever power is responsible for the universe,
expects greater things of us than of hoi polloi; and since, in fact, we do
have the built-in weaknesses of the rest of creation, we know deepdown that we cannot fulfil those ~ectations, and so are in a constant
state of apprehension, of Angst. Naturally, we resent the-'~lor who
makes these impossibl~ demands of us and yet fails to reward us according to our deserts. At the same time, we try to appease this irra'tiona! and tyranDieal being with V¢ous rituals and gimmicks that we
have been told are efficacious-we play .roles-andthen become more
, resentful than ever when we discover that they don't work: the Willy
Loman syndrome, it might be called.
Historically, the habit of arrogating to the human race a high place
in the scale of creation, and making the demands on life and oneself
consonant with such a placing, is associated·with Greek thought-with
Stoic ethics and Platonic and Aristotelian psychology andepistemology, and their eialtationof. the ~nate powers -of the human mind.

in
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The answer to Aristotelian rationalism is, of course, phil9sophical
empiric~sm, peculiarly connected with English thought of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which plays dt::e alleged divine
spark of man's reason and instead exalts expe· e gained directly
through the senses. The ethical answer is given by Christianity (among
other so~ces) -at least, the variety of Christian thought associated
with Sain! Paul and Saint Augustine. This answer insists that, before
all else, man recognize and fully accept his status as infinitely inferior
to the perfection. of God. Once he does so, complacency about minute
points of superiority between man and the rest of creation becomes
pointless and ridiculous ("Behold now behemothl"), and likewise
-between one man and another ("Let him who is without sin cast the
first stone."). In relation to the infinite perfection of God, the categories of inferiority and superiority among his creation simply disappear. Relieved from the necessity of-9ompetition, scratched from the
rat race, so to speak, one's Angst vanishes, and with it the need to in- .
flict cruelty in order to remain one-up, and one can settle down to
enjoy wliat there is in life to be enjoyed when one ceases to make impossible demands on it
It is, of course, no coincidence that philosophical empiricism, or at
least nominalism, which is closely related to it, began to flourish in
western Europe along with the revival of Augustinian Christianity at
the time of the Reformation. The moral and psychiatric implications
of thoroughgoing empiricism are continually stressed by its expounders
from Fran~is Bacon to the great and lovable Bishop Berkeley. Free
yourself, they urge, from the tyranny of the demands of your pride
in being animal rationale; humble yourself simply to live and experience; you will learn much more, you will be happier, you will make
thos~ around you happier. Focus your life outwardly rather than inwardly: do not let you ego's outcry for-attention distract you from
what your sense impressions tell you. "Sensual pleasure is the sum~
mum bonum. This [is] the Great Principle of Morality," the Bishop
of Cloyne once wrote, putting it more succinctly than D. H. Lawrence
was ever able to. There is an article, perhaps -a bqok, to be written on
the close relation of the ethic of empiricismto~that of Augustinian
Christianity.
;.
If I wished to introduce a contemporary to the subject at hand,
however, it might be advisable not to start with Berkeley, who' is too
easy to misunderstand. Nor, I think, would I sena him to such official
apologists for Christianity as T. S. Eliot and C. S~ Lewis: very sound as
(

,
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their expositions of ethical an4 psychiatric principles usually are, the
tone of High Church exclusiveness they too often manage to impart
is a little putting off. I might send hiIll to such theologians as Kierkegaard and Karl Barth and· Reinhold 'Niebuhr. But I think the best
introduction at the moment would be a group of writers who have no
ostensible connection with organized religion-those post-Freudian
psychologists who have with great wisdom, it seems to me, returned
to the ~lder classic analysis of the' problems of the human condition, a
group of which Erich Fromm and Karen Homey are perhaps the
best-known names. Where Freud, or at least his popUlarizers, tend to
explain these problems in terms of built-in physical urges (which, being inescapable, add a discouraging note of fatalism to the discussion) ,
the post-Freudia~ find the explanations in psychological demands,
acquired through inter-personal relationships and cultural training.
With them, the central problem is also pride~or, to use ,a 'more
modem 'term, egocentricity. The universe centers pn oneself and the
never-ending concern for one's own status. Things outside oneself
are of interest only in so far as they relate to this paramount concern.
Love-emotional involvement' with ,something outside oneself and
different from oneself-thus becomes impossible. Pride, egocentricity,
they insist again and again, with ample' illustration from clinical experience, implies inhibition, emotional limitation; its converse, love, ,
implies emotional development, the release 'of emotional potential.
Up to this point, modem psychiatry has added nothing new to what
was known and preached by a thousand Christian doctors, from Paul
to Wesley and beYQnd; nor is this interp~etation of the cause of selfinflicted human misery exclusively Christian, if what one reads about
certain non-Christian teachings is true-most notably, at the moment,
those of Zen Buddhism. Fromm" however, adds, an insight that is perhaps original and is certainly important: quoting the great all-embracing commandment of the New Testament, "Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God . . . and thy neighbor as thyself'" he heavily underlines "as
thyself." The trouble with the egocentric is -that he does not love himself; he cannot love anything: self-centeredness is not the same as
self-love, but rather its converse, self-contempt. The ego-of the-victim
of neurotic pride has been badly damaged, usually in early youth. He
has been convinced that he can never be' acceptable to others as
genuinely is. Therefore he must~sUfe,a factitious status of superiority to his real self, fight desperately focreateand preserve a 'favorable
"image," and convert the whole of experience into a reflection of the

he
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endless struggle to think well of himself. In the mid-twentieth cen. tury, we are all very familiar with the etiology of such ·neurosis: we are
all Dr. Spack's children. Earlier centuries may not have been as versed
as we in its human origins-as Mary McCarthy puts it, no one was
much co~emed to discover the fatal error in Lady Macbeth's toilet~g; but on the complex manifestations and consequences of
pride, once it has developed, and, sometimes, on the therapy for it,
they wrote much that we might do well to take more seriously than
critics have generally done.
- One of the finest expositions of the view of morality and psychiatry
I have been trying to summarize is, I think, Marlowe's Doctor Faustus
-Marlowe, whom Eliot once characterized as "the most thoughtful,
the most blasphemous (and, therefore, probably, the most Christian)
of his contemporaries. n We all know :about the sudden appearance
of the Faust story, significantly at the time of the Reformation and
the early Renaissance; the fascination it has held for Renaissance· and
post-Renaissance man; and, of course, Goethe's attempt-which has'
the sensibility of the
never satisfied me, I'm afraid-to adapt·
Romantic age. Marlowe is at once
ditional and more modem
than Goethe in refusing to have a
g to do with the notion so
dear to the Victorians of' "divin . content.n (Readers of that
sturdily orthodox moralist Evelyn augh may recall, in Vile Bodies,
that ~1)ivine Discontent" is the name of one of Mrs. Ape the Evangelist's lubricious angels.) Faustus's discontent, Marlowe makes it .clear,
is as timeless as Satan's; it stems, we are flatly told in the Prologue,
from Faustus's "self-conceit." In the famous opening soliloquy, Faustus goes through the arts he has mastered and rejects them. They have
given him as much fame as it is possible for a human being to have.
But this is not enough-he wishes to be "etemizedn : "Yet art thou
still but Faustus, and a man." Nothing but Deity will make him
happy.
Now the interesting thing is that throughout the play Faustus knows
perfectly well that his reasoning on the subject has a childish flaw in
it. He is d bn"lliant scholar. He has studied theology, and his rejection
of it on the basis of the text, "The wages of sin is death,n is the most
transparent sophistry. To do so, he has to ignore strenuously all the
texts which tell him that there is a simple answer, to accept the love
of God. This Faustus can never bring himself to do: to accept love,
as to give it, some abandonment of one's egoism is necessary-one
has to tak~ genuine cognizance of something outside oneself. But the
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.hardened egOcentric like Faustus is as thoroughly ho~ on his dope
, :as the heroin-addict. Although, from time to time, tbtough fear of the
plain consequences, Faustus almost brings himself to the point of embracing God's love, at the brink he draws back: his agony is what
theologians have termed metameleia, regret that one has incurred the
consequences of one's actions, not metanoia, repentance, remorse for
the actions themselves. And so, although it is made clear that up to
the last strok~ of the clock Faustus can save himself if he wants to, he
will never part with his precious pride, and he goes to his doom in a
magnificent burst of egocentric rhetoric, alternately boasting, like some
juvenile deliquent, "I'm really bad"-"The serpent that tempted Eve
may be sav'd, but not Faustus"-and whining, and, at the very end,
blaming it all on something else-ecrU bum my books." It is all very
moving-and very childish and very blind.
Parenthetically, the pageant of the Seven Sins in Faustus may remind us that recent clinical doctrine has made a remarkable reQJm
to medieval moral teaching. As I understand it, avarice, lechery,
gluttony, and the rest are the progeny of pride: they are the result
of the invasion of certain natuml and in themselves healthypropensities of the human animal, for food, for sex, for the enjoyment of ;
the inaterial things of the world, by egoism, which uses them in its
service and transforms them into monstrous and pathological things.
There was a time in the heyday of Freud and Watson when physicians
tended to explain gross obesity or sexual athleticism in terms of glandular activity. But it would have come as no surprise to the older
Christian moralist to learn that clinicians now tend to discount such
theories and rather to explain Don Juanism and the rest in psychiatric
terms-as a sickness of the soul. The Don Juan does not really want
sex for itself, the compulsive eater does not really want food, the
kleptomaniac does not want possessions-on the contrary, th'ey are
probably less capable of enj'oying these things merely in themselves
than the healthy individual. What they want is the ego-gratification
these things have come to supply for them. Faustus views Lechery and
exclaims, "0 this feeds my sonll" Tme enough.
Postponing for the moment the question of how certain works of
literature suggest a therapy for the disease of egocentricity, I want
to begin by looking at works notable for the lucidity of their presentation of the traits of the disease itself. If Marlowe's Faustus is one of,the
most conspicuous of these in the sixteenth century, there is one outstanding candidate in the seventeenth-Paradise Lost, where Milton
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addresses himself to the fundamental problem, "How did sin come into
the world to begin with?" His answer is, of course, the orthodox onethe original sin is the sin of pride, the sin by which the angels fell. I
have a feeling that Milton would have :criticiz~d the quotation from
Eliot given at the beginning of this pa~er as a gross underestimate:
only half the harm done in this world is due to people who, like
Satan, want to feel important? How shrewd, how modem, how d~
vastatingly accurate are the illustrations of neurotic psychology he puts
into the mouths of Satan and Evel They might be.tape-recordings of
a neurotic's self-justification as he lies on the couch at the beginning
of what promises to be a very long analysis-the self-pity, the martyrdom, the indignant repetitions of "They can't do this to ~el," the
way'in which the plainest fact is distorted through the spectacles of
egoism. "0 foul descent," whines Satan, ~
that I who erst contended
With Gods to sit the highest, am now constrain'd
Into a beast, and ~ with bestial slime,
This essence to incarnate and imbrutel

To which one can only reply, "Well, no one asked you to change yourself into a snake." With the use of the word "incarnate,"- Milton is
¥ of course making the powerfully witty poiIit that the Son of God felt
. it no degradation to become flesh; the sheer ironic wit of Milton in
these speeches of Satan has perhaps not· been sufficiently appreciated;
in one way of looking at it, Milton's Satan, in his complete self-centeredness, his complacent self-deception, is one of the great comic characters of literature, like Lady Catherine de Bourgh or Huck Finn's Pap.
Or consider Eve expressing the feminine mystique as she debates
whether or not to let Adam taste the apple. "Shall I to him make
knOWD," she muses,
As yet my change, and give him to partake
Full happiness with me-or rather not,
But keep the odds of knowledge in my power
. . . so to add what wants
In female sex . . .'
And render me more equal, and perhaps,
A thing not undesirable-sometime
Superior; for, inferior, who is free?
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In the end 'she decides to offer Adam: a bite, on the ground that, if it
involves punishment, Adam had better die too, mtherthan 'survive
and marry another woman: this, she explains, is because she loves
Adam so much-C1Adam shall share with me in bliss and woe: so dear
I love him." The statement might serve, along with Otheno's description of himself after he has smothered Desdemona as "one who loved
not wisely but too wen/' and Oscar Wilde's generalization of the principle, "Each man kills the thing he loves," as a paradigm of the
neurotic's conception of love-from which h~ven p~~~IYe us!
The heart of the matter Is to be found it! ~~'s.. F6testi "Inferior,
who is fre~?" Again, Milton is having grim fun with the ~ocenbic's
crazy dialectic. It is desitable to be free; Eve feels hellelf inferior;
therefore, 'to feel free she must feel "sometime superior";. that this
will necessarily entail others being in a position of inferiority and
therefore not free worries her not at all-like other neurotics she has
an infinite capacity for shutting her eyes to unpleasant facts, however
elementary. The terminology no longer appeals to us, but the doctrine
of "the great chain of being," of "subordination," as Samuel Johnson called it, can be a psychmbically healthful one. For there to be
such a world as we know, for there to be love as we know it, there must
be differences between individuals-whatever one may feel for one's
qUrror-image, i1l~cannot be love-there must be variety, plenitude, and
the fact that those differences exist must be given full emotioI:Ia1 acceptance. It is only neurotic pride which imposes a pattern of inferiority-superiority on them and makes them the source of.hatred,
not love.
When we come up to the eighteenth century, we encounter that
great encyclopedia of egocenbicity,' Swift's A Tale of a Tub, which
Swift once descnoed as "a treatise writ against the spleen"-that is,
against neurosis. Its tremendously co~plex wit has puzzled modem
'readers as much as it seems to have puzzled Queen Anne, who is ,said
to have refused Swift his bishopric because she felt the work was irreligious. But whatever.recondite interpretations may be given to the
Tale-notwithstandiiig that some of the most devastating satire in it
.' is 'gainst recondite interpretations designed to prove one's 'cleverness
and advance one's status-its central theme iscrysta1 clear. It is a detailed exposition of how pride, ~ocentricity, competitiveness, one-upmanship can p~rmeate ·and corrupt every human activity~the 'Church,
the professions, politics, philosophy, literature. ''Whoever hath an
ambition to be heard in a crowd," it begins, "must press, andsqueezei
...
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and thmst, and climb with indefatigable pains till' he has exalted himself to ~certain degree of altitude above them." The instrument most
used for this purpose is words"':"it was the age which saw the beginning
of modeEp methods of mass communication, of the science· of advertising oneself. Through the clever use of words-of wind, as' Swift
points out, calling its devotees the AeoIists-one can learn to manipulate others to one's own material advantage, and, in the end, to
render oneself and others completely inaccessible to reality. The Tale
works up to the great "Digression concerning Madness": neurosis, if
unchecked, becomes psychosis. ,There have been, critics who, noting
that Swift later devoted some of his literary energy to combating what
he thought to be encroachments by the Nonconformists against the
position of the Established Church, can conceiv~ no more profound
motive for Swift's activities generally than AngIi~n partisanship.
Since SWift was a High Anglican, the argument goes, he must be
against Locke, who was sympathetic to the toleration of nonconformity, and therefore against, Locke's empiricism and generally
against "modernism" and for the ancients. In fact, I think Swift is
very much in the main tradition of his time, that of Baconian and
Lockeanempiricism, and of Augustinian ethicS. The condemnatif?n of
syllogistic logic as empty verbiage, as a dangerous substitute for! concrete sensory experience, and its alliance with pride and madness, are
commonplaces in the British empiricist writers from Bacon on; R. S.
Crane has pointed out how Swift, as a student at Trinity College,
Dublin, was exposed to Aristotelian dialectic and thought little of it.l
As for Augustinianism, no more mordant strain of satire mns through
the Tale than that against complacency over the condition of mankind. One of the books advertised by the dull and pompous Gmb
Street hack who speaks thrQUghout most of the Tale is ccA Panegyrick
upon the World." "Whatever philosopher or projector can find out an
art to sodder and patch up the flaws and imperfections of nature,"
the Hack feels, "will deserve niuch better of mankind than, [those
engaged in) widening and exposing them~" By insisting on the excellence of human nature here and now, the Hack argues, we attain happiness>-ccthe sublime and refined point of felicity called the perpetual
possession of being well deceived, the serene peaceful state of being
~ . a fool among knaves." "
I
The Hack is as obtuse emotionally he is mentally: his self-seeJdng
"shrewdness" is so all-embracing as to overwhelm any capaCity for
receiving accurate impressions from the outside world in either his

l
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brain or his heart. Like all egocerttrics, he 'puts his faith in authorized
gimmicks; so. worldly-wise as to be utterly credulous, he is.a scathing
representation of the eternal inside-dopester,as David Riesman calls
his type. Not that he is a new concept on Swift's part: we find portraits of him from Bildadthe Shuhite up throughPolonius and Mr.
Worldly Wiseman a~d beyond. It might be worth noting at this
point that the conception of a dichotomy between reason and emotion ~
seems to have been foreign to the eighteenth century and petbaps
earlier. In the war that Swift and Pope waged against the dunces of
their time-and every time-dullness is dullness not only of intellec-, .
tua1 but of emotional perception. They are inseparable: "The dullt "
the proud, the wicked, and the mad." .Pope lumps them all together, as \
aspects of the same disease..
Turning to the nineteenth century for case-histories of egocentricity,
one is irresish1>ly drawn to' a trio of neurotic females-Emma Bovary,
Hedda Gabler, and Anna Karenina. Emma indeed gave her ~e to
one of the most virulent manifestations ofegocentricity-bovarysme;
she acquired it, FIaubert tells us, from the assiduous study of Byron,
Chateaubriand, and Sir Walter Scott, with an adnlixture of cheap
bondieuserie from a convent school; to Emma applies Santayana's
acute observation-I don't have the exact words--to the effedtthat
there is no surer way of inflicting cruelty on others and misery on oneself than that of trying to act like a character out of a book. At- least
it can be said on Emma's behalf that her psychology and morality,
weird as they are, are no worse that;1 those of the nauseating provincial
environment where she is immured-probably somewhat better. What
can be said'on behalf of the unspeakable Hedaa I have never been able
to see, though. she has had admirers. One finds Eva La Gallienne at
one moment describing Hedda as "well-bred, of subtle intellect, cultivated, exquisite" and at another speakingIof her "spiritual poverty" and
('malign egoism." The second set of epitpets is the correct· one, of
course. Hedda, like Satan, may have· a high I.Q., but here too, as
always, egoism converts her intelligence into stupidity--she is, you
may remember, quite literally a book-bumer-andher cultivation into
·the grossest boorishness: when \yefirst·meet her she can·find no better
employment for her ~ubtleintellect than making vicious ·funof ldnd
old Miss·Tesma~'s. hat. L~e Satan, she becomes a figure of comedy,
. rhapsodizing that·Lovborg's suicide is ('an act of spontaneous beauty"
until it turns out that he shot himself, not in the heart, but in the

guts.
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But Emma and Hedda are only sketches by comparisol1 with Anna
Karenina. If A Tale of a Tub is a study of egocentricity. in breadth, so
to speak, Tolstoy's great novel is a masterpiece of analysis in depth.
It is necessary to clear up some radical misconceptions of the work.
One of the usual things said about it is that it is an expression of Tolstoy's Puritan hatred of sensual pleasure: Anna is sexually attracted
to Vronsky, gives in to the sexual imp.ulse, and so is properly punished.
Nothing could be made clearer in the novel than that this is not so.
Anna hates sex: after her first intercourse with Vronsky, Vronsky
makes a conventional remark about the happiness it has .brought
them- 'Happinessl' cried Anna,. with horror and loatbing," and
later, "With loathing she thought of what was meant by that love."
There is a curious passage in Book Six where Anna- tells Dolly about
methods of contraception-a novel and somewhat shocking thing in
~e 1870's. in it Anna uses a tone of cynicism about the whole dreary
business of sex: it is a meaningless ritual she endures only in order to
keep possession of Vronsky. Emma Bovary and Hedda Gabler, I suspect, were likewise frigid: psychologists would find nothing strange
about the classic combination of sexual frigidity and promiscuity,
which occurs in countless case histories of prostitutes and Don .Juans,
where sex has become nathing more than a· means for ego-bolstering.
Emma Bovary is what she is because of her close-lipped, tight-fisted
Norman peasant parents, combined with Scott's novels and the sentimental convent school; Hedda is so no doubt because of the late
General Gabler. The origins of Anna's inhibition we are not told: we
first meet her as the fashionable wife of the correct executive-type
Kareirin. I have used the word "inhibition" about Anna, and some
may protest-surely the source- of ~'s woes" is that, like Othello,
she loved not wisely but too well. Let us look at what happens. Anna
is living a life of frustration with her preposterous husband and her
young son, whom she feels she pught to love but can't When she
returns from a hip, "her son, like her husband, aroused in Anna a
feeling akin to disappointment. She had imagined him better than he
was in reality," and, again, "She recaUedthe· partly sincere, though
greatly exaggerat~, role of the mother living for her child, which she
had taken up of late years . . . she. had a support." The attitude is
familiar to child psychologists in mothers ~ho have been "disappointed" in their husbands or in life generally. The lad exists to give
her support; otherwise he is of no interest to her. The support he gives
is inadequate, and presently she meets the handsome, dashing

l
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mamma's boy Vronsky-we get a brief glimpse of the Princess Vronsky
senior, and a formidable old matriarch she is. Vronsky is always happy
to accept more mothering, and offers the jobto' Anna, who is tremendously flatter~ in spite of the sexual drudgery it involves. They go off
together in a blaze of romantic cliches, but of course it doesn't last.
Vronsky resents Anna's possessiveness, and at every threat to her possession of him she grows more and more alarmed; the quarrels between them grow fiercer; Vronsky finally grows sick of it and leaves;
Anna in chagrin throws herself under the Moscow -express. This is
tragedy? This is love? Consider some of Tolstoy's observations. After
she has left Karenin, Anna reflects, "'I have inevitably·made that man
[Karenin] wretched. • . . I too am suffering.' But howeversfucerely
Anna had meant to suffer, she was not suffering. Her complete O\VDership of him [Vronsky] was a continual joy to her." As Vronsky began
to chafe at the leash, "Thinking over that glance which had expressed
his right to free90m, she came as she always did, to the s~e pointthe sense of lief own humiliation. 'He has the right togo away when
and where he chooses.' " And so on, witlJ growing squalor, until the
end comes. As for Vronsky, "He looked at people as if they were
thiJ;tgs. . . . Anna knew how by adroit questions' to bring him to what
gave him most pleasure-his own success." In the end, Anna diagnoses
him accurately: "What was it he sought in me? Not love so much as -"...
the satisfaction 6f vanity. . ... Of course there was love too, bfit-'ilre
chief element was the pride of success. He boasted of me." As SIe
saying goes, it takes one to know one.
The Anna-VronSky affair is a classic illustration of what Fromm calls,
not love, but a dependency relationship, one of submission and
domination. "Both persons involved have lost .their integrity and freedom; they live on each other, satisfying their craving for closeness,
yet . . . constantly threatened by the . . . hostility which is bound
to arise from the symbiotic relationship. . . ." In contrast to symbiotic union, mature love is'union under condition of preserving one's
integrity, one's individualism. "Love ... always .implies a syndrome
of attitudes: ... care, responsibility, respect, and knowledge."2 In
short, self-centeredness-pride-and love are mutually exclusive, as indeed the Gospels taught long ago. Compare with Anna's demanding
attitude toward Vronsky the simple Kitty at the death-bed of Levin's
brother: "No one couIdmake out what he said but Kitty; she alone·
understood. She· understood because she was all the while mentally
keeping watch on what he needed." Compare with Anna's demanding
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attitude toward her son, Kitty's feelings during her pregnancy: ·"The
child was not by now altogether a part of heIS~lf, but sometimes lived
his own life independently. Often this separate. being gave heJ; pain,
but at the same time she wanted to laugh with a strange new joy."
There is another existence for her to love. Kitty has far greater emotional capacity than Anna: Kitty is capable of love in all its complex
variety, Anna is capable only of pride in her possessions and fear and
chagrin at the loss of them. .
The works I have mentioned so far I have viewed as case histories,
analyses of the way egocentricity works. I now ~nt to tum to some in
which the therapy for it is suggested as well-it is true, of course, in
Anna Karenina, that the story of Anna and Vronsky should be read
side by side, as indeed Tolstoy h~ prese~ted it, with that of Kitty and
Levin, where Levin, wavering between egoism and love, is gradually
educated in the direction of love. That of course is the answer-one
must learn to free oneself ~om the tyranny of the ego so as to become
capable of disinterested love of something, som~ne, outside oneself,
if only the Ancient Mariners, sea snakes. It is not an easy or simple
- process for the advanced egocentric. It involves a period- of suffering,
shame, remorse, journeying in the Waste Land, the dark night of the
soul, until there comes a climactic moment of self-recognition, of insight into what is really wrong; and after that; there may be many
.backslidings into self-centeredness and retrievals of self-recognition
before something like inner security and happiness can be obtained. It
is the pattern of repentance and conversion-metanoia-familiar in
Augustinian Christianity. It is also the archetypal pattem of classical
tragedy-Oedipus's "0 God, I think I have called qown cuxses on
myself in ignorance!" and Leafs "0 I have ta'entoo little Care of
thisl" It is also, interestingly, the pattern of many serious novels-almost the standard pattern of Jane Austen's, for instance. Considet:
f Elizabeth Bennet's great self-recognition speech in Pride and Pre_ ~ judice. If one were not aware of its "light and bright and sparkling"
setting, it could come from a tragedy as grim as Oedipus: "How despicably have I acted! I, who have prided myself on my discernment! I,
who have valued myself on my abilities! . . ,. How humiliating is
this discoveryI Yet how just a humiliationl • . . 'I could ~ot have been
more wretchedly blind.8 • • • I have courted prepossession and ignorance, and driven reason away. . . . Till this. moment, I never knew
myself." Or Emma Woodhouse: "Her conduct as wen as her dWll
heart was before her in the same few minutes. She saw it all with a
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clearness which had never blessed her before. How improperly had she
been actingl How inconsiderate, how indelicate, how irrational, how
unfeeling had been her conductl What blindness, what madness had
led her anI" One 'notices agaim..that head and heart, emotional and
intellectual blindness, are inseparable....."how irmtional, how unfeel- .
ingl" The subject of the novel Pride and Prejudice, it is not often
enough observed, is exactly what it says it is-pride (emotional weakness) and pre;daice (intellectUal weakness) are inevitably bound together: Darcy. and Elizabeth suffer equally from both at the beginning
of the story. The most self-centered people in Jane Austen, those least
capable of any emotion directed outside of themselves and most capable of cruelty toward others-Mary Bennet, Mr. Collins, Lady
Catherine, Mrs. Elton, Mr. and Mrs. John Dashwood-are' also the
sfupidest and most absurd. Like the "superfluous and lust-dieted man"
in King Lear, they "will not see because they do not feeI."
But it often takes more than a single flash of self-knowledge to effect
a cure; indeed, in the more mature and somber nOvel Emma, the .
process ~s much more long-drawn-out for Emma than it is for Elizabeth
in Pride and Prejudice. For deep-seated cases, a long period of psychoanalysis may be necessary: a detailed reliving of one's life, seeingsensing emotionally-at each po~t what went wrong. This was not
Freud's invention. I can think of at least two magnificent self-psychoanalyses in earlier literature. One is Milton's Samson Agomstes. Con:sider Samson, set apart in childhood to do the Lord's work and to that
end endowed with gifts not bestowed on ordinary Israelites-and
acutely conscious ~f the.fact He rejoices in those gifts, triumphs over
the. Philistines-and ·th~n disaster. Eyeless in Gaza, at the mill with
.slaves, he bewails his fate. One notes at the beginning of the play how
completely egoistic his complaints are-"Why did the Lord do this to
mel Me, of all peoplel"-with the implied corollary, "I'm important,"
as indeed those around him have told him all his life that he is. There
is, of course, no answer to such a question. The chorus sums it up with
theepitap~ that app]jes to all neurotics, "Thou art become, 0 worst
impriso~ent, the dung~on of thyself." He has three visitors: through
yis father Manoah he relives his youth as the dedicated child of promise; with Delilah his disastrous marriage; withtlte giant Barapha, his
defeat by the Philistines and his present blindn~sand humiliation.
It is hard to tell just liow itworks--and .perhapS tl;te .mechanism of
psychoanalytic therapy will always remain obscure-but with each
session his self-centeredness diminishes, his perspective broadens, the
I
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demands on God and himself, the resenbnent against God and ·the
guilt-feeling toward himself, lessen. From apathy he is at last stirred
into positive and determined action-the ability to act appropriately
is, I suppose, the sign of successful psychotherapy. "Be of good CQurage/' he says finally-Samson telling the-chorus to be of good couragel
....."1 begin to feeV Some rousing motions in me which disposel To
something extraordinary my thoughts." And the great deed is perform~d, and the play ends "with calm of mind, all passion spent." The
answer is of course essentially no different from that which Milton
had stated thirty years before: full o~ Angst and resenbnent at the
realization that he is growing blind, he complains "Doth God exact
day-labour, light denied?" and then tells himself firmly, "God doth
not need . . . man's works"-not even those of so important an individual as John Milton.
Blindness, a public life that had crashed in ruins, an unfortunate
marriage were the traumas Milton had to exorcise. Wordsworth, at the
time he wrote The Prelude, had, we know, two. He had left Annette
Vallon pregnant in France and was unable to rejoin her; he had
identified his whole being with the starry-eyed political ideology of
the early French Revolution-"Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive"and now could no longer conceal from himself that it had turned into
cynical and power-hungry barbarism. As with Arthur Koestler and
others of a later generation, his God had failed, as must any god we
adopt in order to prop up our feelings of self-importance. The intense
guilt and resenbnent these events must have generated, we, from the
outside, caneasily see. Wordsworth, at the beginning of the poem, does
not see them; all he is conscious of is inhibition, the inability to realize
his creative potential, to write the poetry he knows he has in him. .
So he wanders back to his birthplace, and slowly, in painstaking detail, relives his life again-his boyhoood in the lonely Lake Country,
his Cambridge years, his encounter with the big city, the involvement
with the French revolution, his disillusion with it Even here he cannot bring himself to mention the Annett~ Vallon incident: it is too
painful to bring to thd surface of his conSCiousness (psychiatrists· are
familiar with the situation), although he left an ostensibly fictional
!lccount of it under the disguised names'of Vaudracour and Julia.
. The analytic process that emerges is remarkably modem. What he
rememl;>ers best and dwells on is not any conscious·connected narrative
of the "big things" in his life, but isolated memories of small, seem-
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"ingly trivial incidents-"epiphanies"-moments when he seemed to
be living most fully and vividly. He recaptures these and dwells on
them lovingly, using them as medicines for his wounded sense of
worth. In the end he emerges, h($led, able to feel once more, able
to write again; able to say with calm and serene assurance to his friend
Coleridge, "Wh~t we have 10ved,1 Others will love, and we will teach •
them how."
For my final example of a work in the traditio,n of the classic exposition of the sin of pride and of the remedy for it, I tum"to one
which has bren, most grossly mishandled" by modem readers. I will
not presume\to guess whether this is because they ,are ignorant of that
tradition, or because it is such a powerful exposition of the doctrine
that they must either wrest it into some other shape or else part with
some of their own treasured complacency as they read it. I refer, you
may have guessed, to Gullivets Travels, by the Very Reverend Jonathan,Swift, Doctor of Sacred Theology, priest and dean in the Church
of Ireland. It is the story, you will remember~ of the education of one
Lemuel Gulliver, a good, average, la,w-abiding Englishman w~o, like •
most people, has never dreamed of examining the assumptions on
which he lives but has absorbed, as absolutes, the customary values of
his time and environment-one of those innumerable individuals
whom Eliot. describes as "decent, godless people,1 Their only monument an asphalt road,1 And a thousand lost golf balls"; as ordinary
and representative of his time and place,as~ Karenina of hers; the
common man; one of us. He begins his adventures by seeing himself
and his fellows in miniature, through the wrong end of a telescope,
living out their ordipary daily lives. He is properly filled with disgust
at the sigh4 thougH as yet he makes no connection and remains detached-detachmen~ comes easily to the Gullivers of this world. Then
he meets the enlightened King 'of Brobdingnag, who makes the connection for him. The king points out that the history of the Gullivers
of western Europe, a~ Lemuel proudly narrates it to him, contains a
great deal df wanton doing of harm. But the harm does not interest
Gulliver, or he does not see it, or he justifies it because he is absorbed
in the endJess struggle to think well of himself as a representative of
modem Western civilization:'Gu}liver has powerful inner resources
in that struggle: he is patronizingly superioIi to the Kints unenterprising refusal to have anything to do with gunpowder-"Themiserable effects of a confined educapon," he sneers at the King; ·'a strange
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effect of narrow principles and short views." At last, he comes to the
land of the Yahoos and the Houyhnhnms and, overwhelmed by the
evidence, his defenses finally collapse.
, There are two crucial points in the interpretation of Book Four of
Gulliver. The first is one's attitude toward the life of the wise horses.
They marry judiciously-their marriages are arranged by their elders
("marriage counselors" we might now call them) and· are uniformly/
happy. They have no possessive "love" for their "own" progeny,' but
have equal affection for their neighbors' children, believing that
"nature teaches them to love the whole species"-it must be emphasized that Swift uses the verb 'IJove," and that the statement is a
paraphrase of the great commandment ''Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself." They make no noisy demonstrations about death, but
call it "retiring to their first mother."
The almost universal judgmen;t of recent critics li is that Swift can be
putting forward such a picture of life only to satirize it. ''Their supposedly rational way of life," one critic decides, "is so dull and impoverished that we should not wish to emulate them even if we
could. . . . They accept such inevitable calamities as dea~ calmly; ("
they eat, sleep, and exercise wisely; they believe in universal benevolence as an ideal." The theory seems to be that it enriches and vitalizes
life to eat and drink unwisely; to greet death with the outward dis- I
plays of grief so admirably organized by the morticians of Whispering
Glades; to abandon the ideal of universal benevolence and substitute
for it-what? one of benevolence limited to certain groups or races?
One may recall that life in the Oceania of George Orwell's 1984 contains a good deal of organized public hysteria and restriction of, benevolence-and unwise eating and drinking; yet not even the daily Two
Minutes' Hate and ration of Victory Gin seems to make it particularly
rich and exciting. ''There is no need," another critic·writes, "fo suppress a feeling of amusement as we read of [the Houyhnhnms']
placid, awkward domesticity"- we, in the century of nuclear bombs
and mass genocide, need not suppress a feeling of amusement at this
miserable effect of the Houyhnhnms' confined educationI Cold, emotionless, arid, dispassionate, mathematical are S,ome of the other adjectives that have been used to describe 'those for whom "Friendship
and benevolence are the two principal virtues, and those not confined to particular objects, but universal to the whole race."
One can only reply that Swift would have been no more able.than
Milton and Jane Austen and Tolstoy to comprehend the reasoning
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that quiet rationality necessarily implies an incapacity for feeling, and
noise and irrational behavior imply an abundance of it This doctrine
-bovarysme, in fact-seems to be a product of the Romantic movement (though certainly not of Wordsworth and Coleridge, whose
moral and psychiatric teaching is at one with that of the traQitional
Christian ethic), and to have been fostered by such vehicles of ,ecadent Romanticism as the Grade-B movie and the soap opera (which,
of course, have forerunners-the comedie larmoyinte of the eighteenth
century, for instance). Contrary to what seems to be the standar4 interpretation of Gullivers Travels today, Swift is not recommending
that we steer a "safe middle course" between tlie Houyhnhnms' "excess of rationality" and the Yahoos' "excess of emotion." Whaf is
wrong with the Yahoos is not an excess but a deficiency of emotionthe fact that their emotions, such as they are, are centered exclusively
on themselves. The key to Gullivers Trayels is of course contained in
the last two paragraphs of the work, where we are emphatically told
that the distinguishing feature of the Yahoo, by contrast with the
Houyhnhnm, is pride. As love, the most comprehensive of emotions,
implies the development of man's capacity for feelfug,. so pride, egocentricity, one must repeat, implies a general inhibition of it. The
whole vast range of compassion, of empathy, of the ability to ~espond
with genuine feeling to the world outside10neself-to' other people,
to nature, to art and literature-is narrowe(t to an ability to respond
only to self-regarding situations. The' shallow emotional life of the
egocentrio consists only in pleasure in situations that bolster his ego
.
and pain in situations that he thinks diminish his status.
To be sure, the exhibitions of egoistic emotion are often spectacular
-the Yahoos, like Hedda Gabler and Anna Karenina; make the air
hideous with their cries of frustration and jealousy and self-pity. A display of neurotic "depression," of Angst, of spleen, may also be dramatic: "A fancy would sometimes take a Yahoo to retire into a comer,
to lie down and howl and groan and spurn away all that came near
him, although he were young and fat and wanted neither food nor
water; nor did the servants imagine what could possibly ail him." But
such manifestations are not to be compared for intensity of feeling
with the rich, varied,. and on the surface often quiet emotional life
of the individual who has to some extent managed to free hhnself from
the tyranny of the ego and, to lose himself in others and the wQrld of
experience outside himself. It is ItOt the HQUyhnhnms but the Yahoos
w40 are eUtotionally stultified"':not tIie quiet Kitty Shcherbatskys. but
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the noisy "Anna Kareninas; not the silent Christ of Dostoevsky's
fable but the noisy Grand Inquisitor, and the noisy Satan of Paradise
~t

f

l.

1

\

It is true, as other critid have poin~~d. out, that the life of the
Houyhnhnms, free from pride, is unattainable in its entirety by sinful
human beings. Long before the twentieth century,-indeed, opponents
of Christianity mainbJined that the Christian (and Houyhnhnm)
ideal of loving your neighbor as yourself was unattainable by human .
beings; but solemnly to argue, as has been done, that the mere "fact"
thaf it is unattainable demonstrates that Swift can be ,presen~g it
only to satirize it seems, in its naive cynicism, a peculiaily twentiethcentury twist. My own ideal may be to become the perfect teacher,
or never to permit a misprint to pass me in proof, or to bring about
the complete abolition of racial discrimination on this continent. It
may well be demonstrated that, as things are, these will remain unattainable by me. But that argument will not persuade me to discard
them as ideals. Is The Imitation of Christ to be reinterpreted as a
subtle satire on the ground that Thomas a Kempis was well aware
when he wrote it that the perfect SinlEness of hrist is, by theological
definition, unattainable by human . gs?
No, Gulliver: will never become a ouyhnhnm here on earth, and
his ejection froni Houyhnhnmland (as Adam and Eve's from Paradise) is~ymbolic of that fact. This b1i.lngs us to the second- crux: what
happens to Gulliver at the end of the story? You will read in modem
commentaries that he falls into apathetic and irrational despair, that he
goes mad, ~d this is further proof that Swift is satirizing the Houyhnhnm ideal. But in fact nothing of the kind ,happens. It is true that
when he recognizes that he is a Yahoo and must live with his fellow
Yahoos, he is for a time profoundly distressed and confused: this is the
. normal reaction in a religious conversion at the point when a consciousness of sin is reached, or in a course of psychotherapy when .th~
patient is at last made to strip the comforting pretenses from his eyes
and see himself as he really is. But that is not the end of the therapy,
nor of Swift's story, and one wonders why critics go on trying to pretend tlJat it is. Five years elapse after Gulliver'$ homecoming, and at
the end of this time his way of life is des~ribed with perfect clarity: "I
return! to apply those excellent lessons of virtue t leamedamong the
Houyhnhnms; to instruct the Yahoos of my own family as far as I
shall ,find them doclble; to behold'my figure often in a glass." Is this
not precisely the Christian program-to strive to live according to the·
C.
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ideals of virtue (whether completely attainable or not) ; to teach others
to do likewise; continually to mortify our pride by reminding our.selves 'that we are sinners, Yahoos: to say to ourselves, as Swift said to
himself daily out of his Prayer Book, "If we say that we have no sin, we
deceive ourselves . . . . there' is no health in us; but Thou, 0 Lord,
have mercy upon us, miserable offenders"? After all the hundreds of
thousands of words that "have been expended in ingenious attempts
to get around it,· the fact remains that Gulliver's Travels teaches
nothing more nor less than the old Christian doctrine concerning the
sin of pride, cOplfortless as th;;lt doctrine may be to human complacency. It refuses to' comfort it because it maintains that such complacency is itself the main thing that gets in the way of genuine human
happiness.
The subject seems almost inexhausbole. I have tried in this paper
to make one major point: that it is an egregious error of critical
method to attempt to explicate such classics of the Augustinian ethic
as those I have mentioned without giving full weight to the moral and
psychiatric doctrine on which they are constructed. But one might
go one from this to discuss many matters. It is tempting, for instance,
to try to sketch the history of a completely opposed ethical viewwhat might be called neo-Stoicism or neo-fatalism-in works from, say,
those of Bryon down to those of Eugene O'Neill. This is the view in
which we seem to ~ asked ~o lament over "tragedies of fate," "victims
of circumstance," characters who succumb to "the Angst which is the
product of the age we live in," who have difficulty solving "the problem of self-identity in the lllodern world," and suchlike sorrows. I
have a feeling that to Jane AUsten, say, some of these works-those of
the later O'Neill, for example-would seem the most driveling sentimentality. There is somethibg illogical, as well as vaguely repellent,
, in as~ us to feel compassion for a character the maip cause of
whose griefs (as well as the griefs he inflicts on others) is that he is
unable to feel compassion for anyone 'except himself. If the writer
believes'that compassion is a good thing,. then let him show, in his
work, the evil consequences of lack of compasSion, and how it is possible to develop the capacity to feel compassion. A thoroughgoing
fatalism, it might be argued, is even anti..literary: if one really believes
in it, what is the·point of writing at all? At the best, the only emotions
it can deal in are a sterile and pointless resenqnent and self-pity, the
artistic possibilities of which are extremely limited.
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It would be interesting, too, to consider how some recent writers,.
starting from very different premises from those of Milton and Swift,
amve in the end, it seems to me, at a moral position very close to the
classic one I have been .trying to expound. It is true that, like Swift,
they do· not give a very flattering picture of the world as it is, and fo~
this reason have been called (like 'Swift) "pessimistic" and mucl~
worse. But a surprising number of them,. if one takes the trouble t<j
read carefully what they are trying to say, diagnose precisely the same
disease Swift does, and by offering a diagnosis in human terms (not
in terms of some mystical "fatality," as the fatuous Charles Bovary
explains everything in the last, superbly ironic sentence FIaubert puts
into his mouth), they suggest the possibility of a cure. I think of such
things as the lines in which Auden splendidly paraphrases the, preat
Commandment, "You shall love your crooked neighbor,/ With your
crooked heart," and the one memorable line in Evelyn Waugh's somewhat embarrassing novel, Brideshead Revisited, "To know and love
one other human being is the root 9f a!1 wisdom." In Hemingway's
~ and only important novel, The SuD'Also Rises (not, it might be
noted, "The Sun Goeth Down"), there is as subtle and merciless a dissection of egocentricity, in the person of Robert Cohn, as any in
Tolstoy or Jane Austen, and in Jake Barnes and Brett Ashley. a par;' \
trayal of people beginning painfully to win through to something
better (though Hemingway himseH was too weak to persist in that Istruggle, and fell prey to gimmicks of one kfnd or another). When
Norman Mailer proclaims "Sex for orgasm, not sex for ego," he is not
too far away from Bishop Berkeley's "Sensual pleasure is the Stll,Dmum bonum." James Baldwin's Giovanni's Room gives a most expert analysis of tIre mechanism whereby emotional inhibition is
generated and transmitted in an American father and son, and of the
appalling cruelty the egocentric is capable of when his supply of egobolstering dope is threatened. Even.in such clumsily contrived and
written pieces as Allan Ginsberg's Howl and- John Rechy's City of
Night the intensity of the message "Love or perish" manages to shine
through the verbiage and to some extent save them. It remains to be
seen whether these writers will be able to remaip true to that insight
or, like Hemingway, succumb to the innumerable enticements to stray
and end by sinking into the moras~ .
Finally, there is the problem of "tragedy," a word lhave been trying
to avoid in this discussion. In essence I agree with George Steiner, in
his recent book The Death of Tragedy, that the traditional conception
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of tragedy cannot subsist together with the Christian ethic, or the
point of view I have been trying to present.'Tragedy/' Steiner says,
"is alien to the Judaic"- and by extension, the Christian~"senseof
the world. . . . The ways of God to man are just. Not only are they
just, they are rational. . . . Tragic drama arises out of prec,isely.the
contrary assertion-necessity is blind. . . . The Judaic vision sees in
disaster a specific moral fault or failure of understanding. The Greek
tragic poets assert that the forces which shape or destroy our lives lie
Qutsidethe governance of reason." But I do not think the loss of the
traditional theory of, tragedy a very lamentable one, if only because I
have watched too many critics· and actors striving to make Macbeth,
Othello, and AntODy admirable, and therefore pathetic, characters,
and fighting a losing battle against Shakespeare's text every inch of
the way. These "tragic heroes" are pompous, sometimes ludicrous, egocentrics-Emma Bovarys in dOublets and hose. Mary McCarthy a
short time ago expressed what most. readers have instinctively felt
about "Lady Macbeth's husband" before the critics told them they
ought to feel difIerently.6 Prior to that Caroline Spurgeon had deflated him into a bundle of old clothes, an Adolf Hitler as played by.l
Charlie Chaplin.
As for Othello, Eliot long ago noted the contemptible bovarysme- .
Eliot's word-of Othello's final speech: Othello, the incarnation of
"the will to see things as they are not." "What Othello seems to me to
be doing," says Eliot, "is cheering himself rip. He is endeavouring
escape reality, he has ~eased to think about Desdemona, and is thinking about himself."" A careful examination of the play will show that
Othello never did think about Desdemona, but,always about himself.
She was never moreJ:o him than a "support"·' to his ego, as Anna
Karenina was to Vronsky's and Vronsky to Anna's.' Like Vronsky,
Othello "looks at people as if they were things," and Desdemona is
merely one of those thiugs-a precious jewel in an Ethiop's ear. It is
wrong of Eliot, though, to charge Shakespeare with Stoicism because
Othello is a Senecan egocentric. Shakespeare, I am sure, saw through
Othello, if only because he makes it so easily possible for· us to see
through him, and because by way of contrast he gives us Desdemona,
. a ·person who is capable of genuine love, and because in at least one
pnty, King Lear, he gives us a conversion, a psychotherapy, in which an
egocentric comes to know himself and to ~oine extent becomes capable of love. But as for Othello, EIi'9ll sums him up accurately:
"Humility is the most difficult of' all virtues to achieve; nothing dies

to
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harder than the desire to think well of: onesel£.7' And that, you may
recall, is where we came i n . ;
,
,

".

'·'-1

"The Houyhnbnms, the Yahoos, and the History of Ideas," in Reason and tbe
, Imagination, ed. J. A. Mazzeo (New York, 1962 ), pp. 245 if.
2. The Sane Society (New York, 1955),PP· 31-3 2 •
"
3. I put the clause which precedes this statement, "Had I been in love," in a
footnote rather than the text, so as to make things easier for the rea(}er who is not yet
ready to cope with Jane Austen's complex irony. She is using the word here, of course,
as Lydia would have used it to descn'be her relationship with Wickham. Likewise, when
Swift says that "Courtship, love, presents, jointures, settlements have no place" in the
thoughts of the Houyhnhnms when planning marriage, it would be fairly obtuse to
think that he meant by ''love'' what he means when he says (only five sentences before)
that the Houyhnhnms believe that "Nature teaches them to love the whole species."
4. The fact reflects no great credit on literary scholarship, but it seems that an
important factor in the misinterpretation of Book Four has been the elemenfflIY error
otattributing a twentietb-century meaning to an eighteenth-century word ijl Swift's
statement "They have no fondness for their colts or foals:' "Fondness"· connotes "fool·
ishn~'; it does not mean simply "affection" as it does now. The eigbteenth-pentury
meaning is excellently illustrated by a remark of Horace Walpole's about his C;I.dhood:
th~ l"supposed necessary care of me '. • . so engrossed the att~tion of my m tlier that
compassion and tenderness soon became extreme fondness" (W. S. Lewis, Ho ce Wal·
pole [New York, 1961], p. 11). Lewis rightly goes on to point out the bamiful effect
on Horace's personality of Lady Walpole's possessiYeness, her "momism," a by~product
of her resentment and self-pity at Sir Robert's neglect of her.
'
The converse of "fondness"-possessive ''lbve'' which is essentially a form of egobolstering-is ''benevolence,'' love which contains no element of the self.regarding. The
connotalions of this word, too, seem.to have changed somewhat during the nineteenth
centUry: it has picked up unpleasant associations of impersonal, institutionalized charity.
But it might wen be argued that in fact the ultimate test of genuine love, as distinguished
from neurotic "fondness," is the consistent "willing of good" to the other person.
5. With the significant exception of the oldest and most distinguished: R. S. Crane,
the late George Sherburn, and the greatest of living Swiftians, Herbert Davis. The
quotations that follow are respectively from A. E. Dyson; "Swift: The Metamorphosis of
Irony," Essays and Studies, 1958 (London, 1959), reprinted in Gulliver's Travels, ed.
ReA. Greenberg (New York, 1961), pp. 315-16, and Kathleen Williams, Jonathan
Swift and tbe Age of Compromise (Lawrence, Kans~ 1958), pp. 185-191.
6. "General Macbeth," Harper's Magazine, June 1962, pp. 35-39. Miss Spurgeon's
analysis is in her Sbakespeare's Imagery..
7. "Shakespeare and the Stoicisin of Seneca," Selected Essays (195~), p. 111.
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